Let’s talk about short films focused
on refugees!

Together with 4everfilmsproductions (Oana Merdariu – president & Daniel Pop –
artistic director) we organized a conference on refugee integration at Unirea
High School in Targu Mures, Romania. Unirea High School is our former high
school.
There were around 120 participants at this conference, between the age of 16
and 18 years old, all students at this high school, as well as some of our
former high school teachers, the principal and other teachers who found out
about this event and wanted to attend.
We were offered the opportunity to present our short film Refuge D’Amour, a
short film meant to depict a different side of the refugee crisis. This short
film was filmed in Paris and it presents the story of a Syrian woman called
Waed who lives there as a refugee. In this short film we are presenting the
idea of freedom, of being home sick, of being in love. It is a story meant to
sensitize people and show a different face of the refugee issue.
After presenting the short film we discussed it with the students present. We
wanted to know their opinion about the short film; what freedom means for
them. We also wanted to know what they think about the media’s role in
presenting refugee stories and their integration. Furthermore, we talked
about ways of producing short films related to this topic. They were very
engaged in this discussion and shared some of their personal experiences with
us.
We also presented a trailer about our first international human rights
conference; a conference that we organized on the 10/11th November 2017 in
Timisoara, Romania. This promotional short film presents moments from our
conference, from our presentations and also explains some of our future plans
which are all related to our current project IWB for Refugees. IWB for

Refugees is a project aimed at mapping a new European legislation on
migration through national and international petitions where we will offer
our recommendations for the member states of the European Union
Sharing our future projects with the students was a good opportunity to get
to know them better, hearing their thoughts on these topics and stimulating
their curiosity.
We also spoke about our idea of creating a cultural youth centre in Targu
Mures, a centre aimed at organizing various events, from theater shows to
dance lessons, concerts, art expositions, etc.
After our presentations we had a Q&A session with the participants where we
asked them several questions; if they had ever volunteered, if they would
volunteer for an NGO and about the importance of volunteering.
We were very surprised to see that most of them had volunteering experience,
they were volunteering for different NGOs/student unions; they were also
curious about our projects, about the youth centre and they wanted to know
more about refugee integration and how we can better integrate refugees in
our society.
We were very happy to be back in our former high school; it brought back a
lot of good memories. All in all it was a lovely experience and we will go
back for more interactive sessions where we can raise awareness and discuss
about important topics!
Thank you to Unirea High School for believing in us, we were honored to be
there!

My experience at CIFE Summer Programme
On the 1st of August 2017 I’ve attended as a speaker the international summer
school Romania/Bulgaria organized by CIFE, programme focused on migration and

refugee rights across Europe, taught in French. CIFE is a private institution
of higher education and research, founded in 1954 with its head office in
Nice and branch offices in Berlin, Brussels and Istanbul.
I was invited at this summer school by Laura Spataru-Negura, one of the
founding members of Issues Without Borders, who is teaching at

Nicolae

Titulescu University (the university where I am currently enrolled in a PHD
programme). Nicolae Titulescu University

is

one of the organizing partners

of the summer school, besides CIFE, and the European Law Institute of Sofia.
Due to this partnership, the summer school took place in several locations:
July 31 – August 1st in Bucharest (Romania), August 1st – 3rd in Slobozia
(Romania) and August 3rd – 6th in Silistra (Bulgaria). The programme gathered
students from different countries, such as Bulgaria, France, Germany,
Hungary, Italy,

Romania, Turkey, and it was held in French. The participants

had the chance to discover all the cities where they attended lectures,
discover the culture of the area and exchange ideas thus creating lasting
memories.
The programme included interesting lectures among which I mention (in a
chronological order): “The inviolability of human rights in migration.
Different types of rights in favour of migrants” (held by Laura SpataruNegura, University of Nicolae Titulescu), “The contribution of civil aviation
in the migration process and the protection of the right to life” (held by
Sorana Paun-Pop, Politehnica University),

“The Route to the Balkans.

Geographic aspects concerning the history of migrants in the Balkans” (held
by professor Michael Hermans, HEC Liege in Belgium), “Migrations, law and
barriers: two-speed Europe or two-truths Europe?” (held by professor Atanas
Semov, University of Sofia, Director of the European Law Institute of Sofia),
“Human Rights in Europe” (held by professor Evgeni Tanchev, University of
Sofia, Attorney General at the European Union’s Court of Justice).
My lecture’s topic was on “Debates on migration management. The role of
NGOs”. Because I wanted my presentation to be more interesting for students,
I’ve presented my experience at Brussels in the European Parliament, where

I’ve attended a conference on migration management as the president of the
NGO Issues Without Borders.
In addition to the Power Point presentation I also initiated a debate with
the students, a long Q&A session and I was very happy to see a lot of
positive feedback.
The programme was very well-organized, I was given the opportunity to attend
a lovely dinner at Caru’ cu Bere in Bucharest (the most iconic restaurant in
Bucharest, in my opinion), one evening before my lecture.
I must confess that I felt very good in this program and that I will attend
it next year for sure, if I will be invite it. I highly recommend it!
Congratulations to all the organizers, especially to Marie France Perdigon
(director of CIFE’s summer programmes –
http://www.cife.eu/en/4/summer-university-programmes_6-1) and to Laura –
thank you for inviting me!

Borders
A poem about the ability for European people with passports to cross a border
with no trouble whatsoever, while people who seek refuge experience borders
as an obstacle and is the cause for serious hardship. It was inspired by
walking from Greece to Macedonia as a person from a foreign land.

cross lines without meaning
just one look
ahead without dreaming
that’s all it took

i get a pass
while others not so fast
we all foreigners to this land
to us all it is foreign, land

stressed they will tress
it’s such a mess around me
i am free because of what’s in my hand
they are trapped as it’s lost from their hands

walls put up, imaginary
fences and barbed wire
find a place for the dead to be buried
hopes crushed, barely living tired

borders taking shape
an unwelcoming sign
people following orders
media frenzy turns them blind

eyes opened to reality
difference between love and hate

accepting inhumane casualties
divided yet the same fate

all part of one kind or so I thought
your birth place identifies who you are
word association what we are taught
reached for non-existing stars

seek refuge in world you don’t know
not allowed to stay
get refused for what you can and cannot show
please go back the same way

while i freely travel
whole lives get unraveled
if only we would break down the borders
that we created to separate and keep order

by Jelle Wassenaar- Issues Without Borders member, former volunteer in a
refugee camp

a Number, a Name
A poem from two different perspectives about refugees who are lost in the
numbers, currently living in a camp where they are usually asked for their
tent / isobox

number when on the receiving end of food, hygiene items and

such. I’ve tried to paint the picture from a camp resident and a volunteer
(who are wearing name tags).

a number, I have a name
reduced to ones and zero
because of where I came from
so much I lost in the stats
I am a number, I had a house
now I have a number
isolated in a box
boxed in between isos
so many strangers, in this place
for 12 months, I am going crazy
plucking my beard
lining up twice a day, used to be three
they recognise my face, do not ask my name
I am not myself, say the number
been doing this for ages

not much to do beside sleep and eat
a community that’s gated
changes made
how many adults, children & babies
how can they get it wrong
guess this one is new
frustrated but still say thank you

sit at a table, ask the number
daily routine, bring the key
not that important, part of our duty
food is not that good
still try to sell it to everyone
waste, too and so much, too less
our list a mess
organisations don’t share
people lie and take
faced with so many
we should recognise faces
more difficult than it sounds
fool me once, I get it
fool me twice, I should know better

sorry it was picked up
sorry no more juice, bad luck
a community yet not one
people the victims
we apologise when we see that look in their eyes
I know the number of a few, pick up together too
most know my name, can’t say the same
I smile, but feel like I’ve treated you inhumane

by Jelle Wassenaar- Issues Without Borders member, former volunteer in a
refugee camp

Complicated
A poem about the complicated world of helping people (as a volunteer) and how
one can struggle with emotions as you enjoy your time, but also questioning
whether you came with the right intentions and or if your actions do more
harm than good. I also touch on the constant depression (trauma) and
hopelessness that is present underneath the surface for the people you are
working with, even if they seem content or happy.

One of the best times of my life

and the worst of theirs
the time not in their possession even
lost in the wind that blew
turned everything upside down
they smiled while I shed tears
orange vests in numbers
some sought that thrill
an adventure or a trip
how lucky we are
just purchase your wings
ability to fly
identity unknown
fill in some papers to prove you are alive
do they not exist?
behind the label there is nothing of the sort
came along for the ride
said goodbye, but not really
stuck between worlds
I do not understand
stuck between words
nothing I can say
yet there we all are

speaking a language we know
is it enough?
the future tells a story of the past
good intentions do not predict
a positive outcome for you perhaps
who did you come here for? photographs
you go home richer questioning why
there is power in gratitude
some of the best times of whose lives
mine, ours, yours, theirs,
some of the worst
or is it? selfishly partly
mind yourself
happiness in misery
depression in laughter
there are so many sides
yin yang plus minus
try to keep a balance
life, the best or the worst
still undecided

By Jelle Wassenaar, Issues Without Borders Members, volunteer in a refugee

camp

Darkness
A poem I wrote while in Greece about the trip people make from Turkey via
Farmakonisi – a military island – to Leros.

Black sea, black ocean
mind racing, wheels in motion
a screeching voice of the blowing wind
it’s loud and scary
beginning till the end

darkness surrounds me
am I blind, I cannot see
feel the drops of rain
so cold together
sharing the pain

the uncertainty, the fear
what is coming
mind numbing

it will all disappear

the cold is now wet
the screams coming from man
are we there yet
no answer on demand

survive, swim
looking at others
the outlook is bleak
alive, but grim

stumble upon rocks
found a treasure
what happens next
beyond our measure

flashlights, barks
code words cannot be cracked
a shot, light sparks
we all move back

women, children
saw them before
where are they now
see them no more?

rest on spikes
but feel numb
so cold, waiting
twisting my thumbs

salt water for days, drinking
time passing by pray, thinking
another boat crosses, sinking
chances of survival, shrinking

a sudden order after waiting
get on the big ship
where are we going, it’s dark
another scary long trip

Finally reach land
greeted by man

a new beginning
where does it end?

by Jelle Wassenaar- Issues Without Borders member, former volunteer in a
refugee camp

Life in the jungle
A poem about life in Calais and how it must’ve felt like before it got
dismantled earlier this year and people were transferred to camps / centres
in France.

A point near the sea
not where oceans but two countries meet
thousands stranded
human beings, they are just like us
politics inter fear, abandoned thus

where to go? this place is new
a jungle created right out of the blue
are we monkeys, trapped in a zoo?

I don’t see any forest around

so many people in tents on the ground
everybody’s up and have created a small town
try to stay sane as we are EU bound

kitchens, book clubs, our own economy
from Africa to Asia to the Middle-East
we have to survive together same ancestry

sure there’s some squabbles and fights
but we all under the same roof come midnight
there’s very little hope but we still have the light

darkness rules when nobody cares
we just trying to create a better life ain’t fair
maybe big expectations, but for this you cannot prepare
so close to my family, this I cannot bear

years of oppression, war and poverty in a state
I was born in, did not choose, but chose to escape
Did I have a choice, silenced when raising my voice
can you imagine it, can you relate?

go to Europe everyone said
no option to stay here, where you will end up dead
that’s what kept me going even in a sea of red
but this hole is what I found instead

there is water but it’s not running properly
an open sewer so you can just pee
showers forget about it
feces all around, inhumane basically

in amidst all of this, children get lost
yet people in power worry about costs
police arrives when it burns but will they learn
we only try to get warm coming frost

some even attack us, where is the protection
luckily we have volunteers who show affection
help us so much, there’s an instant connection
we are lost but we get some direction

after so much waiting you start to explore alternatives
cannot just stay here, something’s gotta give

should I get on the lorry or stay positive

many have tried but came back
some were less fortunate, lost track
how can we stay sane when we supposed to crack?

every now and then the media comes impressed
and while most carry on, some protest
it’s like talking to a wall, a fence at best
a life ended but the loss of revenue makes the press

together we made it work somehow
through all the grief, we laugh and dance now
because we are in a centre and made it out

where to go? we have to get on a bus
many are left behind, it’s created a fuss
sadly caught in between, staying a must

the jungle is still there, you see
we are stranded where two countries meet
trying to get to the UK

but we aren’t seen as equals unfortunately
politics interfered, stay in France, me?

by Jelle Wassenaar- Issues Without Borders member, former volunteer in a
refugee camp

Borderless Europe- Blessen or Burden?

I was invited as a speaker and as a participant at the conference „Borderless
Europe- Blessen or Burden” in Cluj Napoca-Romania from the 6th to the 9th of
May 2016. This conference was organized by AEGEE antenna-AEGEE Cluj with the
support of the Association des Amis de Franck Biancheri (AAFB).
During the conference there were pannel discussions, workshops, Q&A sessions
connected to the following subjects:
Europe”;

„Borderless Europe vs borders in

„Europe in crisis- Schengen in suspension”; „Our image of refugees:

change of perspective”;
define us”.

„Socio-cultural

borders in Europe: the borders that

We also watched a movie called : „The Great Disaster Europe”.
We also discussed topics such as: „Socio-Economic Borders in Europe and the
idea of a Universal Basic Income”; „A leap of faith-utopian thinking and
acting in the 21 century Europe; Towards a Borderless Europe-what`s next?”
I was invited to offer my expertise on the migration crisis which is
affecting Europe, representing thus the international human rights NGO Issues
Without Borders, Issues Without Borders being one of AEGEEs partners since
the beginning of 2016. My workshop was intitled: „Issues Without Borders
petition: IWB for Refugees! Europe needs new legislation on migration”
I presented our current project „IWB for Refugees” explaining participants
that based on the same set of guidelines our team of researchers is
conducting research on the member states of the European Union (analyzing the
national legislation on refugees and the way the current EU legislation is
transposed in the national system, conducting interviews with refugees,
showing how media is depicting the issue, presenting also their social life,
cultural life, access to education in these EU countries. After briefly
presenting

the research I also emphasized the use of the research, sending

our research in 3 different directions:
1. at a national level in every single member state
2. directly as a petition to the EU Parliament
3. raise 1 000 000 signatures needed for the Citizens Initiative, pass it
through the EU Commission which will implement a new EU directive, our
researchers are also going to be part of the implementation process in
the member states.
I really liked the fact that the participants coming from different EU
countries seemed very interested in our project, they asked several
questions, started telling stories from their own countries about the
refugees issue, even offered recommendations for our petition and some are
interested in joining our platform.
It was a great experience because we also got the chance to know each other

better, we had social

and cultural events in the evenings, even a farewell

dinner during the last evening, celebrating 25 years of the AEGEE local
antenna- in Cluj Napoca.

The organizers were very supportive through out the

entire event so thank you AEGEE Cluj for everything, thank you AEGEE, Vision
for Europe and last but not least the Association des Amis de Franck
Biancheri (AAFB).

Summer School on Migration, Human
Rights and Democracy
June 29 – July 3, 2015
Favignana, Trapani – Italy
The sea has always been attractive and fascinating for me, thus attending a
Summer School on an island, in the South of Italy was an idea that I was very
excited about. However, recently the sea has been the carrier of other
meanings and other burdens, people forced to flee their homes by means of
unsafe boats, aiming to reach Italian shores and to find protection or a
better life in Europe.
I was looking forward to learning more about ways to respond to the current
migration challenges, about how to perceive these challenges as a social
scientist and about what policy recommendations would be envisaged by people

who work, study or teach in this field.
The 9th edition of the International Summer School on Migration, Human Rights
and Democracy, organised by the University of Palermo, focused the issues of
“separated children” and migrant children. The event was coordinated by
Professor Elisabetta di Giovanni and Director Aurelio Angelini.
There were 45 participants and 26 presenters from European and non-European
countries, the language of the presentations being English and Italian. The
topics of discussion and the areas covered varied from the issues of migrant
children and the case of Mafia Capitale in Sicily, to Egyptian unaccompanied
minors living in Italy, the experiences of (un)welcoming refugees in Hungary,
labour migrants of Kyrgyzstan and children left behind, measures to combat
Illegal migration in the Russian Federation, Programs and European policies
for unaccompanied children protection, Global diaspora problematics and
European identity.
Unfortunately, two of the participants could not reach the destination as
they did not receive a Visa for Italy, thus the topics: Using Religion as
Justification for the Abuse of the Nigerian Child and How Afghan Children
Immigrants Turn into the Phenomenon Called Children on Street in Iran could
not be presented.
One of the most interesting presentations for me was the one by Elena Mignosi
from the University of Palermo. She conducted a workshop, focusing on the
psychological perception of perspectives about “alterity” and the role of the
caregiver in the inclusion processes of migrant children. The workshop was an
experience of exploring the self, the limits of the self and the interaction
with other beings, within the perceived limits of the self. The tool used for
this activity was a virtual balloon, the boundaries of which were represented
by the length of opened hands. The purpose of the activities for each of the
participants was to try and empathize with a separated, unaccompanied minor
and to connect to him/her in a manner that renders communication and
relationships effective.
On Wednesday and Thursday mornings, Professor Liza Ceroni Long from Eastern

Michigan University gave a charming speech entitled Culture, Migration and
Conflict; and also about the importance of acknowledging the imprint of
culture in our thinking, actions and reactions. Even the way a person
introduces himself/herself and their presentation to the audience is
revealing their culture. For instance, typically a French person would
introduce the presentation by thanking the organisers for their generosity,
while an Italian person would start by complaining and an American would
start with a joke. As an Italian born, American citizen, who spent more than
10 years in Japan, her teaching was relevant for the broader topic related to
how different cultures of migrant groups interact and raised important
questions about who we are, depending on where we were born and on which
culture contributed to shaping our beings.
Professor Anamaria Mitrano captured the attention of the audience and my
admiration by her bright speech on Exodus, Human Rights and Coexistence. A
Cultural Anthropologist from the University of Palermo, with significant
experience in the field, she emphasized the shift in the nature of
contemporary democracy and politics towards a capitalist driven society, a
place where the economy dictates the rules of living and especially the
treatment of fellow human beings. Migration is not a new feature in human
society; it’s been there since the very beginning of human race, which
started migrating from Africa. Moreover, European societies are facing
demographic problems due to population aging and they also need labour force.
Then why does the current political regime at European level try so hard to
build walls, to control migration and to shape it according to its will? It
was argued that democracy as a political system should come under scrutiny
and new ways of being political should be put forward.
Another interesting aspect of her lecture was her underlining the coexistence
of migrant communities within the Italian society and the factors that
contribute to it. This peaceful relationship is facilitated by cultural
affinities, religious similarities and also by a certain action/reaction type
of behavior. This behavior referred to, on the one hand Italians welcoming
the migrant (Romanian, Albanian, Tunisian, Bangladeshi, African) who provides
labour force in the fields where Italians are happy not to work, and on the

other hand migrant communities integrate (to a certain degree) quite
smoothly, by learning the language and co-existing in a society that seems
and feels welcoming enough.
Speaking of the welcoming and generosity of the native inhabitants, my time
spent in Sicily was marked by a surprisingly pleasant experience one evening,
when I was trying to find a shop that would be open after 10 p.m. and buy a
bottle of water. Water was a critical part of the daily life in a place where
temperature was 35°C+ and water was never for free, it usually cost 1 or 2
EUR per bottle. After walking a long distance without finding any shop, I
tried to buy water from a couple of restaurants, an attempt that proved to be
unsuccessful until the last moment. Finally, I entered a small, local
restaurant where Italians were enjoying their dinner and drinks in a cheering
atmosphere and I asked for a bottle of water. The waiter asked me if I also
wanted to order food and I replied no. After a few moments he came back with
a 1-liter bottle of water and gave it to me. I asked how much it was (in
Italian) and he replied it costs nothing, I insisted that I wanted to pay,
but he steadily refused to take any money from me. I was happy to have found
water and I was astonished that the water was for free, offered with a smile.
In a nutshell, the conference was a valuable learning and sharing experience,
with the papers to be published in an edited volume by Aracne publisher, Rome
and in the Migration Studies journal.

